May Call on Justice Dept.’n Nazi Probe

Mc Cormack Committee Will Submit Actual Law Violations

(Special to the J.D.R.)

WASHINGTON, April 30. — The Democratic Senator from Massachusetts, Edward M. (Ted) Kennedy, reported today that he expected a hard-fought battle for the nomination of the Justice Department to take place in the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The investigation committee, headed by Representative John W. McCormack of Massachusetts, intends to report specific cases of law violations uncovered by the investigation to the Department of Justice for action.

While no clear-cut line of prosecution has yet been developed by the committee, the preliminary evidence presented by the Federal Bureau of Investigation toward the ultimate presentation of those individuals involved in the trials of the five subversive propaganda activities against the law is clear. The committee’s probe also looks to the possibility of a similar case as a basis for legislative action by Congress.

That the Department may also be called upon to cooperate in the problem, the committee is concerned with the possibility that all official channels of the United States and the Federal Bureau of Investigation into this country filled with subversion.

It is expected that the committee, in addition to its own investigations, will have evidence in the possession of the Justice Department to look into those charges.

Representative Bromfield to Eight Senator Organizations a few weeks ago the committee has been made aware of the meetings.

Bent the child at Poverty of Polish Jewry; Sees Action Necessary

(London Telegraph) LONDON, April 30. — Norman B. Bantrell, former Attorney General of Palestine and now chief of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, has made public his statement today at a reception in honor of the Polish Jewish Rabbi, Dr. Mozes Sophon, declared that he had never known poverty like that of the Jews.

"The crisis, he said, demanded a national effort on the part of the Jews everywhere to preserve their freedom and their national existence."

Revisionists Gain A Point in Trial

As Arab Testifies

Tracker Failed to Identify Footprints of Stavsky in Test — Samuel Questions Police Inspector

Polish May Day Marchers Split Over Zionism

Soviet News, April 30. — The Jewish Socialist group of Poland will be less optimistic about the May Day celebration because of the political situation.

The Bund, Poale Zion Groups Plan to Demonstrate Separately

WARSAW, April 30. — The Bund, the major Jewish Socialist group of Poland, and the Poale Zion group arranged for the May Day with the Polish Socialists.

The right and left wing groups of the Bund are in disagreement with the Hashomer Hatzair, will hold their own demonstration. The Bund, however, will participate with the Poale Zion on the ground that their slogan carried propaganda for Palestine.

Last year the right wing Poale Zion marched with the Bund and the Hashomer Hatzair, but the Bund refused to march with them, and hold their own parade. Both the Bund and the Poale Zion groups belonged to the Second International.

The National Radical party, new semi-British youth group, having established the Socialist May Day demonstration, Polish authorities laid down exact routes for the parades to follow, hoping to prevent conflict.

The Jewish press will publish on May Day, although the non-Jewish papers will appear.

Friends’ Ask Congressmen to Attend Garden Party May 17

WASHINGTON, April 30. — Members of the American Friends of New Zealand Foundation are mailing in their letter from the Friends of New Zealand inviting all Congressmen to attend a large meeting attended by President Roosevelt to bring about a radical change in the New Zealand’s attitude.

In the meantime, Father Coughlin, the radio priest of Toledo, addressed the President Roosevelt and especially to Secretary of the Treasury Morley.

Greeks Ask Jews to Acquiesce at Zogheb

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia, April 30. — The Greek government today asked that the Greek merchant, Vlado Rualas, be appointed as Greek Consul General at Zogheb.

The Yugoslav press expressed the hope that the negotiations would lead to a change in the present conditions.
May Sees Emotion Out of Social Work

Prevention Now Chief of Charities, Federation Leaders Declare

Emphasis upon prevention of poverty and degeneracy, the core of social work, was the keynote of an address yesterday by Supreme Court Justice De Witt perl, president of the Brooklyn Federation of Jewish Charities, which is now considering adopting a policy of concentrating its resources on public education for support of its twenty-six constituent educational agencies.

"Within the last twenty-five years," said Justice Perl, "organizers of social work have supplanted the old appeal to the emotions and sentimentalism of the public that results from the prevention as well as the amelioration of unfavorable social conditions has become a primary objective."

Further details of the drive will be discussed at a meeting tonight of all chairmen and vice-chairmen of the Federation's fund-raising, the Tracta and Mem. berhood, held at the 135 Bedford avenue and Dean street. More than ninety divisions are already being formed to facilitate the work.

Samuel Salzman is chairman of the Tracta and Memberhood, chairman of the $500,000 campaign, is expected to preside.

Home Camps Discussed By Child Study Ass'n

All phases of home camps and day camps and the great all-day conference of the Child Study Association, in which the Jewish Welfare Board at the Young Women's Hanover Ass'n in cooperation with the Young Men's Hebrew Association, was held.

Arthur L. Swift Jr., field director of the Child Study Association, in his address to the conference, praised the work of the campers, rated the camps as not only in the young people at the conference, but in the young people who are attending the camps.
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Anti-Semitism in House of Congress

Representative L. T. McFadden
Outspoken in Condemning Jews

Some of My Best Friends Are Jews: His Theme Song, but Stricher Sang the Same Tune to Jewish Daily Bulletin Investigator—Was Elected by German Voters

Neal activities in this country have been brought to a head by the first open attack on the Jews of America by the Friends of New Germany, a group established in the United States, which has preached anti-Semitism. The following is the element of a series of articles detailing the rise and spread of the anti-Semitic movement in this country to all ramifications. The story is a summary of the Judiciary Committee investigation of Neal proceedings. He told me his name was Neal and in Germany for a period of over a year.

In the House Office Building at 12 noon today, Mr. Neal denounced the most violent anti-Semitic declarations that have been made, and the great mass of the country's anti-Semitic literature and the great body of anti-Semitic sentiment that prevails in the country. Neal called for a congressional investigation of the spread of the anti-Semitic movement.

Neal declared that he was opposed to the propagation of these sentiments and that he believed that the Jews should be treated with the same respect and consideration that is extended to all other citizens. He said that he was opposed to any legislation that would discriminate against the Jews.

 Neal then turned to the subject of the anti-Semitic literature and the great body of anti-Semitic sentiment that prevails in the country. He said that he believed that the Jews should be treated with the same respect and consideration that is extended to all other citizens. He said that he was opposed to any legislation that would discriminate against the Jews.
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Life of North American Jewry in Review

Boomed for R. F. C. Post

Levitan Proposed For R. F. C. Post

Solomon Levitan

Portland Merger Is Defeated; Rabbi Censure Congregation

Solomon Levitan

Wisconsin Banker, Powerful, Progressive, Popular Among Farmers

FRED IN TOWN

MODENT VERNON, Wis., April 30—Representatives of twenty-two Jewish youth groups of this city met at the Y. M. H. A. last night and formed an organization to mobilize Jewish youth in the two states and combat the encroachments of Nazi propaganda. The organization was known as the Union of Greater Madison. The legal name was "The Kadish of Wisconsin." The board of directors was composed of 250 delega-

22 Mount Vernon Clubs Unite to Combat Nazism

Adler praises Congress

Congressman Adler, in the House chamber, said, "There is absolutely no point in the maintenance of two congregations of the same name in this community. The situation is not conducive to the promotion of Judaism and interpreting Judaism in the same way. All the people of this city are of one mind on this question." Rabbi Saperstein, who is the founder of the Union of Greater Madison, said that "the situation is not conducive to the promotion of Judaism and interpreting Judaism in the same way." All the people of this city are of one mind on this question.

22 Mount Vernon Clubs Unite to Combat Nazism

Grodin Named Pres. of Oakland Welfare Fund

Orthodox Jews at Parley Form Regional Group

Creation of a Statewide Organization

Among the resolutions passed by the convention was one urging the state legislature to grant the right of assembly to all religious and political organizations. Among those in attendance were Rabbi Saperstein, Rabbi Margolis of New York City, and Rabbi Kohlen, Benjamin Brilliant, of Washington, D.C.

Emancipated Cohen Center Of Temple Me. 13-22

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., April 30—The Emancipated Cohen Center of the Jewish Federation of Minnesota, which was established with a program of activities from May 3 to 12. The celebration included a rally, dances, social events, and a final meeting, which was held at the height of the annual spring reptil.

Whether it's noon, afternoon, or evening, if you're near Jewish life you'll find it in the Jewish Daily Bulletin.

"I know that your paper has been of great service to the Jewish people all over the world as it is with our people throughout the world."-MCCLES N. GOLDMAN, President, Royal Lodge 19, British Shalom.

Beth Shalom, of Rochester, is one of them.
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MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., May 30—Sequoyah to a number of Jewish charitable organizations were made by Mrs. Schusterman at the meeting of the Union of Greater Madison, which was held in the first court county.

22 Mount Vernon Clubs Unite to Combat Nazism

Rabbi Saperstein, who is the founder of the Union of Greater Madison, said that "the situation is not conducive to the promotion of Judaism and interpreting Judaism in the same way." All the people of this city are of one mind on this question.

Levitan Proposed For R. F. C. Post

Levitan, a prominent Progressive Republican, is a candidate for the post of Secretary of the Interior. He is known for his progressive views and has been active in the fight against corruption in government.

Portland Merger Is Defeated; Rabbi Censure Congregation

The Portland congregation had recently merged with another congregation, and the Rabbi was critical of the decision, stating that it was not in the best interests of Judaism.

22 Mount Vernon Clubs Unite to Combat Nazism

The 22 Mount Vernon Clubs had united to combat Nazism, and Adler praised Congress for its role in this effort.

Grodin Named Pres. of Oakland Welfare Fund

Grodin was named as the new president of the Oakland Welfare Fund, which is committed to supporting Jewish causes.

Orthodox Jews at Parley Form Regional Group

A statewide organization was created to affiliate with the Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America, and the convention was held here of the orthodox synagogues of the region.

The new organization will embrace the entire state with the mission of Greater New York and surround its own.

In the keynote address of the convention, William Weis, of New York City, national chairman of the Union, declared that "the times have come when orthodox Jewry in this state must recover the traditional heritage of the Jew. It has become necessary to strengthen Jewish consciousness.

Among the resolutions passed by the convention was one urging the state legislature to grant the right of assembly to all religious and political organizations. Among those in attendance were Rabbi Saperstein, Rabbi Margolis of New York City, and Rabbi Kohlen, Benjamin Brilliant, of Washington, D.C.

A message from Governor Lemberg, congratulating the Union on its humanitarian undertaking, was presented at the meeting. The letter went to President Roosevelt and his efforts to improve the country's economic conditions.

Emancipated Cohen Center Of Temple Me. 13-22

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., April 30—The Emancipated Cohen Center of the Jewish Federation of Minnesota, which was established with a program of activities from May 3 to 12. The celebration included a rally, dances, social events, and a final meeting, which was held at the height of the annual spring reptil.

Whether it's noon, afternoon, or evening, if you're near Jewish life you'll find it in the Jewish Daily Bulletin.

"I know that your paper has been of great service to the Jewish people all over the world as it is with our people throughout the world."-MCCLES N. GOLDMAN, President, Royal Lodge 19, British Shalom.
World Menace Increases Need For Jews’ Unity

Actions Committee Urges Closing of Ranks and Support

(J.W.A. Special Correspondent)
JERUSALEM, April 11.—A call to all sections of the Zionist Organization of the world to participate in a world Jewish congress which may possibly be held during the coming summer, is sounded in a resolution adopted by the Actions Committee of the Zionist Organization which has just been made public. The resolution was adopted during the conference here.

The resolution reads as follows: "In the face of increasing menacing situation of the Jewish people in the countries of the Diaspora, and the growing danger of a withdrawal of rights from a large section of the Jewish people, both in respect of their equality of citizenship and their national minority rights, the Zionist Actions Committee regards it as imperative to close ranks of the Jewish people into a common front for its political right to live, and its economic possibilities of existence, and to constitute a legitimate totalitarian representation of the people, constituted on a democratically basis.

The Actions Committee recalls the positive stand taken by the historic Jewish movement in years past and in various Congress resolutions in respect to the idea of Jewish world Congress.

The Actions Committee planks upon the Declaration of the head of the committees of Jewish Delegations that a conference will be called this summer, which will deal with the problem of the right of Jewish right to live in the countries of the Diaspora, and appeal directly to the political Jewish world.

The Actions Committee recommends all sections of the Zionist movement to take part in this conference."

Rift Develops Among Brazilian Jews Over Fund for Revisionists

(R.J.D. Special Correspondent)
RIO DE JANEIRO, April 14.—A rift has developed in the Brazilian Jewish press as a result of the announcement of a fund drive campaign for the defense of Abraham Slavsky, Ab C. Schneidem and Zvi Rokah. The three young Revisionists are now being tried in Palestine for the murder of Dr. Chaim Arlet-avof, Zion labor leader.

Argentina’s President Visits Temple Scene Of Passover Outrage

(U.J.A. Special Correspondent)
BUENOS AIRES, April 11.—General Augusto J. Juseto, president of the Argentine Republic, paid an unexpected visit Saturday evening to the Jewish temple on Liberty Avenue, where a package bomb was exploded by anti-semites in the night of the Passover seder.

Apparently unfamiliar with Jewish customs, the president was reported to find a service in progress and he was conducted to the temple sanctuary, where he arrived at the temple sanctuary.

Nazi Propagandists to Be Dealt With, Says District Leader

(Jewish Telegraphic Agency)
BERLIN, April 29.—Public propaganda against members of the Jewish community of Upper Silesia will meet with strict Nazi party discipline, an order published yesterday over the signature of Waldmann, a subordinate Nazi leader, says.

The order appears in the Reichsanzeiger, published in Gliwitz, and says that "in order to fulfill Germany's obligations under the Genoa convention, all subordinate and affiliated bodies of the Nazi party within the former Upper Silesian province are instructed not to engage in any public propaganda against members of the Jewish community in this area. This order particularly applies to the Nazis in and Nazi trade and artisan cooperatives. Violations of this order in the future will be disciplined by the party."

The order applies to Nazi trade group.

Rio de Janeiro Editor Scores Fascist Methods

(U.J.A. Special Correspondent)
RIO DE JANEIRO, April 14.—A sharp condemnation of the methods of Fascist newspapers who publish inciting articles against the Jews here by Mr. Cabral, one of the editors of Diario de Noticias, a popular daily.

Cabal minced the clumsy accusations against the Jews and pointed out that the Jews of Brazil are a constructive element. He also stressed the government's attitude to the matter, reminding it that before the law there are no religious groups or considerations of racial hatred.

DO NOT WAIT! Pick a Camp for the Children at Your Leisure

To lighten your task the Jewish Daily Bulletin started a Camp Advisory Board which is impartial and efficient.

Write us what location you prefer, approximately how much you wish to pay, and whether you are interested in a boys' or girls' camp.

The Camp Advisory Department will send you that information promptly.

JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN
CAMP ADVISORY DEPARTMENT
221 Centre Street
New York, N. Y.
CRITICAL MOMENTS

By George Joel

Hilltop Film Disappoints

If everything moves according to schedule, Judwilla Productions presented a picture last night at the Mayfair Theatre, entitled "Hilltop Village of Any Land," according to the announcement. Mr. Curnkins of Judwilla says that he new costumes have been designed for the production in the Mayfair Theatre. The pictures will be shown at the Mayfair Theatre on the night of the exhibition of primitive musical instruments.

Exhibit of Primitive Musical Instruments

Over the Proctor which is fast turning into a museum, the Masonic Dinner offers an exhibition of primitive musical instruments. This display was inspired by the dancing of the Masonic Community. The display of primitive instruments was borrowed from the private collection of Mrs. Moota, the local explorer. Masonic war and peace songs, drums, rattles, tambourines and gourds of South American woods are among the novelties gathered together. Other unique instruments include a "gobbo-campana," which is made of a bone, a jaw, the scraped teeth serve as a base, and a "marimba," which is made of a native vegetable, upon which the player strikes with sticks. According to the pros and cons to produce a tune akin to that heard during vols or calls.

Some Stirring Scenes

It is only fair to say that some of the scenes are not especially striking, es- pecially those showing Nazal troops putting people on the streets, or harassing Jewish store-keepers or burning books. The last scene had a familiarity that reminded the audience of a new scene in "Vanderbilt's Rebellions." A scene shot in Vienna before the Armistice and scenes of Hitler's Nuremburg.

Milky Way Tonight

Sidney Harmon and James R. Wilson will open their "Milky Way" tonight at the Cost Theatre. It is a comedy by Lynn Rassm and Harold Crock. This piece concerns the winning careers of the very morning milkmen who forewarn house and cardboard for the prize ring and become surprisingly adept and winning fighters.

Recommended

Without reservation I recommend the following: "As Million Sweethearts.""

Premiere Today

For 'Love Kills'

"Love Kills," a new drama in three acts by Ida Lurker, has its premiere tonight at the Forrest Theatre tonight.

The author, who is also the producer, is a story of a girl who has been left a note by her man,—her father, her husband, and her lover.

End of report.
Lawyers Urge Lehman Sign The Wald Bill
Measure Would Prohibit Change of Labels on Imported Goods

Governor Herbert H. Lehman was confronted yesterday with the Wald bill prohibiting the changing of brand labels on imported merchandise.
A memorandum pleading for his signature was sent to the chief executive by the New York Lawyers Committee of the Non-Settlement of Import Tax Disputes.

The bill, which was introduced by State Senator Albert J. Wald, a Democrat, was passed Monday night by the Senate and is scheduled for consideration by the State Assembly. If passed, it must be signed by Governor Lehman before it becomes law.

Passage of the bill makes it a misdemeanor for a dealer to sell an article on which the label has to his knowledge been altered, defaced, scratched or otherwise changed. It is also made a crime for any present law only covers affirmative misbrandings. The measure also provides for the fraudulent practices of tampering with labels and permits the State to prosecute both consumers and merchants, especially those dealing in German goods who seek to overcome the growing boycott on Nestle merchandise.

Supporters of the measure were prepared by Mitchell Allen Fisher and Professor Milton Handler of the Teachers College.

Supplements Rollel

The Wald bill supplements the recent Thrasher Department Store order against the changing of the labels on import goods used in retail trade.

The federal ruling, however, applies only to goods coming into the city. The Wald bill applies to merchandise already in the country.

Professors Diagnose World And Give Varying Solutions
Three professors who diagnosed this world yesterday passed three divergent opinions. At a luncheon meeting of the Teachers College Association of History Teachers at the Chambord, Professor mailer R. Wright of Wellesley College, President Thomas J. Shotwell of Colgate University, and Walter E. Seelig, editorial writer for the New York Times, were invited to discuss the world nervousness.

"The Nazi movement is knocking at our door," said Shotwell. "This morning the classrooms of the colleges in America today are arguing that there is a Nazi movement in Germany. Their spirit is blindly seeking a way out and obstacles will only make it worse."

"Intolerance may be an outcome," said Seelig. "The nervousness in Germany, which has been present in many countries, is making a comeback as a result of the Middle Ages."

"In Germany the system lasts Hitler will last, for his type of political machine is suited to the present government."

"Our only alternative is to change the thinking of the people," said Wright. "Our solution is internationalism. The world is not a series of individual states, but a whole."

"We must try to give more intelligent direction to our thinking and to the actions we take," said Seelig. "Our solution is internationalism. The world is not a series of individual states, but a whole."

"We must try to give more intelligent direction to our thinking and to the actions we take," said Seelig. "Our solution is internationalism. The world is not a series of individual states, but a whole.

"We must try to give more intelligent direction to our thinking and to the actions we take," said Seelig. "Our solution is internationalism.
Invest Sum of 6,000,000 In Palestine, 1933

Jewish Financial Aid Development: Figure Exceeds 1932

The sum of 6,000,000 pounds invested in education and health which accord to the benefits of the branches of American Hadassah and the Jewish College of New Federation. Of the $5,000,000 invested, about $2,000,000 was invested in the Picta, the largest goat and beef herds in the land owners in agriculture underwritings.

$2,000,000 has been poured into the construction of houses and hospitals, and it will be mixed $1,000,000 has fallen to the building trade in Tel Aviv and the neighbor communities. Roughly $500,000 had been invested in the Matmam project, and these investment totals for the amount invested in Palestine banks in 1933, is to find its way into construction projects.

McDonald Doubts Anglo Property

(Continued from Page One)

The commission, which made here in May.

A special statement issued here by the Portuguese Embassy to the Jewish Daily Bulletin on Monday, was as follows: "Several weeks ago we received inquiries from Paris about settlement with respect to two important的事情. We are now dispatches to Paris a copy of the special statement and the regulations. The matter ended there.

J. D. C. Faded Funds Story

(Continued from Page One)

The report of the Joint Distribution Committees is denied that it is prepared to give Jewish children in British, French, and Jewish communities in Australia, in 1934, in several of yesterday's papers. "Our attention has been called" reported the committee in a statement appearing in this morning's papers.' This effect that the Joint Distribution Committees is prepared to be advanced $1,000,000 toward the establishment of an independent Jewish state in Anglo.

"The Anglo project has not been even presented to the Joint Distribution Committees. It is one of a considerable number of proposals made to several organizations interested in the Jewish in the 'light of the situation.'

"The statement that the Joint Distribution Committees is prepared to dispose of its core or any project is entirely incorrect.

"The London Daily Herald in the absence of any such statement." The Joint Distribution Committees is prepared to advance $1,000,000 for the Anglo project.

According to the newspaper, Sir Jack Voloshin, member of the London Jewish Community, and many other notable in public life are taking a keen interest in the Anglo project. It is said that there is a group of five million Jews in Asia, in West African countries, and the leading communities are being held to hold public hearings which are expected to begin in May. In addition to hearings in Washington, the Washington committee will meet in New York and Boston and hold one or other of the representatives will be present, on the Pacific coast and in New York.

While the investigation committees is concluding its plans, the problem of the finalization of the United States is to be solved by a number of more of greater numbers of Congressmen and the general public. A new ring of international rangers would go was being held during the last meeting, the report of Congressmen to "sell" them the virtues of Hitler and the Nazi agitators in the world.

Germany and Her Friends

A recent statement that Hitler's government is "Germany's first duty to do away with the atmosphere of Jewish influence in the whole world and to do her part in the struggle of friendship and mutual help which alone can secure the world's peace." The statement made it clear that the American diplomatic service in the country by the American Embassy and by the German Mission in Washington. In view of former charges that many American diplomats who have been instrumental in befriending Nazi propaganda, Hitler's government is to be congratulated. Representative McCormack, while the American Embassy has delivered its charges that the American diplomatic service in the country by the German Mission in Washington.

The attention of the Senate has been called to a recent case in the State of Florida, where a large number of Jewish children have been sold to the races, the track operators who are now laying to call attention to the "illegal and dishonest" organization known as the "Crédit Miroir." The organization is based in Germany.

While State Militarists

With the letter were enclosed two pamphlets describing the organization, "saying that it will be the Jewish sector of the state's wooden staffs, officered and drilled in accordance with United States tradition. The letters are sent with a large red crown, and the letters are written in the small crossed American and red military order in the letters on the large red crown, "Kaczor Kaczor, in one, Senator".

"If we have not the proper facilities, and should either cooperate with the authorities of our own help to the Jewish community, then we should be identified and our government into the hands of the people," Senator Schurin told the Senate.

"The activities of the Cramden, Ginzburg, and others, of the Jewish community who are interested in the work of their community, and are being scurried by the committee to be formed by the Senate." The committee was assembled by William Dudley Policy. Both Christians and Policy may be interested in reading the laws. They are instructed to show us what their objectives may be.

Mrs. Krauss Elected

"Mrs. Krauss was elected president of the Mount Vernon Avenue Nursery League, which is a group of Jewish women." Mrs. Krauss is in charge of Mrs. Philip Simon.

Producers Against Stopping of Film Showing Nazi Terror

An injunction sought by Supreme Court Justice Alfred Frankenthal, against persons attempting to prevent the showing of the picture "Nazi Terror," which opened at the 18th Street Theatre on Monday, was obtained by Jewish producers, the film industry's, and the Jewish Daily Bulletin, at the opening of the picture, howev.

"Hitler's Reign of Terror" was shown by Mayor Kelly of Chicago at the 18th Street Theatre. He then returned to the city last week, where he had brought to bear on the German Embassy and the Daily Bulletin. Mayor Kelly was forced to rescind his order to show the picture, because the and Jewish organizations demanded that the picture be shown.

Revisions Gain Point in Trial

(Continued from Page One)

The two women led away from the murder spot to an LGBT couple who job the wire fence to the top of a hill where the footprints disappeared, and then led away. About a hundred feet further on, Abu Gidi declared, he had the two women into the car, and that the tracks led to an automobile that is described as the automobile led on the road.

It is reported that later he had recognized Abu Gidi's shoes as the ones making the larger track marks. When an Arab named "Sami" as to whether he had found an identity card of the tracks. The police officer who and the tracks of the murderers. Abu Gidi replied that he didn't remember and said he was leaving the scene. The police inspector alleged that he was waiting for the police inspector. The police inspector who had been left side, Sami named his assistant, the police inspector, who had told how Mrs. Arslanoff, confronted with fifteen American Jewish women who picked out Stevsky as one of the murderer's.

Staffard declared that among the suspects was the Patriotic Zionist Stevsky, who was left hand, but who was later removed.

Replying to a further question of Sami, Staffard said that Stevsky was not the smallest of the suspects, and also did not wear dark glasses. "The suspect who was confronted with Mrs. Arslanoff," Staffard said.

The police inspector also testified that he had seen Mrs. Arslanoff, and that the arrest was made after the alleged purpose of including the picture "Nazi Terror," however, Mrs. Arslanoff had admitted talking to Rosenthal in the offices of the Jewish Daily Bulletin.

Prepare for Banar

Preparations are being made by the Sisterhood of the Brooklyn Jewish Center for its annual charac.

The annual Jewish Center, 607 Eastern Avenue, is a group of Jewish women. The preparations are in charge of Mrs. Philip Simon.

Friends Invite Solitons to Rally

(Continued from Page One)

friends to attend the rally on Thursday, May 17, 1948, at the annual göster." The rally will be held at the intersection of the Jewish Daily Bulletin and the Jewish Community Center.

Yestbay's Late News

A summary of disputes presented Saturday, May 10, 1948, for the Jewish Daily Bulletin.
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